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Thanks for sending the articles; I will waste no time to

read them. I am reminded of those great lines told by

Shakespeare “If music be the food of love, play on”.

Similarly to quench your thirst for knowledge please read

on. The articles are like “thought food” for a reader and I

appreciate each author who has contributed his share for
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their very own Journal “AJOHAS”.

Now please read first line carefully in a positive perspective.

Research papers are always welcome as they contribute

towards the richness of the scientific literature. First issue

of  Volume 2 of AJOHAS is in your hands. Though the

journal is in its infant stage, yet, you will appreciate how

well it has shaped up and for the variety of articles

pertaining to clinical dentistry as well as the specialities.

From Volume 2 we wish to increase its perview from

dental specialisties to allied medical sciences. As we know

that these allied subjects play an important role and act as

backbone to help dental practioners to run their

establishment and clinicians in a more organised and skillful

manners.

We would also request you to send photograph, all degrees,

complete affiliation, designation and extraordinary

achievements alongwith their paper.  I sincerely hope that

this new horizon to incorporate allied sciences subjects in

our journal will receive an encouraging response.


